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The Domestic Sources of Ukrainian
Security Policy

TARAS KUZIO

Domestic factors play an important role in the formulation and evolution of a country's
foreign and security policy. This is clearly seen in the case study of a Soviet successor
state, Ukraine. The article brings together in seven sections theory with the key
domestic factors that influence Ukrainian security policy, such as economics, energy,
national identity, elites and political parties. The article provides an insight into how
these domestic factors influence the course of Ukrainian security policy which is
striking a balance between the twin extremes of Soviet re-integration, which would be
tantamount to the loss of independence, and nationalist maximalism which seeks to
place as much distance as possible between Ukraine and Russia.

It has long been accepted that domestic factors play an important - if not
decisive — role in a country's foreign policy. But the degree to which certain
factors play a greater or lesser role is still subject to debate. Michael
Brechter divides the domestic sources of a country's foreign policy into its
military capabilities, economic potential, political structure, interest groups
and competing elites.1

Whereas some research has investigated the domestic sources of
Russian foreign policy,2 the application of this paradigm to the study of the
domestic sources of Ukrainian foreign policy is still limited both in Ukraine
and in the West. Yaroslaw Bilinsky alone has investigated the legacy of the
Soviet experience on Ukrainian foreign policy.3 The other main focus of
Western scholars has remained the influence of nationalism and national
identity upon Ukrainian foreign policy, as seen in the studies by Charles F.
Furtado," Algimantas Prazauskas,5 Ilya Prizel,6 Stephen R. Burant,7 Paul
D'Anieri and Oksana Malanchuk.8

This article is a preliminary investigation into the domestic sources of
Ukrainian security policy, although the conclusions will largely reflect the
choice of domestic sources and their influence upon Ukrainian security
policy. This study should provoke further studies and discussions and a
greater understanding of the mechanics and logic behind Ukrainian foreign
policy decision-making.
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF UKRAINIAN SECURITY POLICY 19

A Troubled Soviet Inheritance

When the former USSR ceased to exist and Ukraine became an independent
state on 1 January 1992, it did so with many qualifications. Among these
were two factors. First, it inherited a quasi-state from the Ukrainian SSR.
Second, it inherited a quasi-nation. Ukraine was not unusual in this respect,
either within the former USSR or the Third World. In fact, in a study of
former Third World colonies Robert Jackson pointed out that 'very few (of
these) states are nations either by long history or common ethnicity or
successful constitutional integration'.9

Jackson's analogy of post-colonial quasi-states holds many similarities
to the situation found within the non-Russian successor states of the former
USSR. They possess juridicial statehood but at the same time lack many
features of sovereign statehood and exhibit 'limited empirical statehood'.
Jackson defines this as 'negative sovereignty' where a state is recognised in
international law but still fails to exhibit many of the attributes of a modern
Weberian state.

A state possessing positive sovereignty will have 'the social, economic,
technological, psychological, and similar wherewithal to decisively
implement and enforce public policy both domestically and
internationally'.10 The achievement of positive sovereignty may come about
as a consequence of state and nation-building. This would empower these
states with effective institutions, loyal citizens, ruling elites and other
attributes of a modern state:"

A positive sovereign government is one which not only enjoys rights
of non-intervention and other international immunities, but also
possesses the wherewithal to provide political goods for its citizens.12

The growth of positive sovereignty through state and nation-building is
often conducted in the early years of independence by distancing to the
maximum the newly independent state from the former imperial metropolis.
In his study of post-colonialism, Rupert Emerson found that the former
ruling centre is defined as the negative 'other' upon which a new national
identity is forged.13 This initial maximisation of independence vis-a-vis the
former imperial power is impossible to maintain indefinitely, as is clearly
seen in the Ukrainian case. Domestic factors prevented a continuation of
this maximalist policy after 1994. The newly-elected Ukrainian President,
Leonid Kuchma, was forced to tread a tightrope opposing both his
predecessors' maximalist foreign policy and that of re-integration pursued
by his Belarusian counterpart, Alyaksandr Lukashenka. This, Adam Watson
informs us, is the norm as no state is absolutely independent. On the other
hand, state sovereignty varies across a wide spectrum ranging from anarchy
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20 THE JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

to suzerainty, dominion and empire.14

Not only did Ukraine claim to support democratic and market economic
transitions, but its leaders also understood that state and nation-building
were two other necessary components of their post-Soviet transformation as
well. These four transitions, which at different times and under different
Ukrainian leaders have been given varying levels of priority, have greatly
influenced Ukraine's foreign policy since 1991-92. Two processes are
therefore simultaneously at work: state and nation-building which will
gradually transform Ukraine from a quasi to a more fully developed modern
state possessing positive sovereignty. At the same time, as Edward L. Morse
points out, political and economic reform and its concomitant process of
modernisation increases the interdependence of those countries undertaking
these transformations.15 This will be compounded by the evolution of
western structures to which Ukraine is aspiring, such as the Economic
Union, where national sovereignty may be eroding in favour of a more post-
nation-state world.

Ukraine's inherited quasi state and quasi nation ensures its continued
high levels of interdependence, principally with the Russian Federation,
preventing a radical re-orientation of its foreign and defence policies away
from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) or Russia. Ukraine's
sovereignty was received as a consequence of the disintegration of the
former USSR, but this sovereignty still does not encompass the entire
country, all of its inhabitants or infrastructure.

The degree to which Ukraine's state and nation-building policies will be
successful, will determine to what degree the Ukrainian state and nation will
evolve from their inherited quasi-status to that of being fully developed. If
this is successful, Ukraine will possess 'positive sovereignty', defined by
Jackson.16 Ukraine, in the manner of many former Third World colonies,
does 'possess juridical statehood while as yet disclosing little evidence of
empirical statehood'.17

This limited or 'negative sovereignty', as defined by Jackson when
applied to the former colonies of the West, is also applicable in many
respects to Ukraine. The characteristics of 'negative sovereignty' include a
deficient political will and authoritative institutions; a deficient organisation
of power to protect human or socio-economic rights; and thus, they
resemble juridical and incomplete states - empirical statehood therefore
remains to be built.

Despite only possessing 'negative sovereignty', former colonial
dependencies seek nevertheless to obtain equality in international law. They
expect to enjoy the same rights as other states and remain jealous of their
independence. Central aspects of their state and nation-building (i.e. their
attempt at moving from 'negative' to 'positive sovereignty') are the
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF UKRAINIAN SECURITY POLICY 21

introduction of legally defined borders; control over settled populations
placed under effective 'civil' government; providing shelter against internal
and external threats and possession of the means to enforce their will."8

Quasi states are usually also weak and seek protection from international
institutions and friendly powers. This is a relatively new departure in
international relations; prior to the twentieth century there were no special
international regimes to cater for weak states. This concept of international
relations only came about after World War II, as a consequence of the
disintegration of the Western and Soviet empires.

Therefore, the central feature of Ukraine's security policy since 1991 has
been a twofold search for international support for its security.19 First, this
has aimed to obtain legal recognition by Ukraine's neighbours of its
inherited Soviet-era borders20 and, in consequence, the delimitation and
demarcation of those borders.21 Second, to both buttress its domestic
weaknesses and face off external challenges to its sovereignty, Ukraine has
also sought international support for its independence and territorial
integrity while pursuing state and nation-building domestically.22 President
Kuchma told the assembled diplomatic corps in Kyiv (Kiev) that 1996 had
been a good year for Ukrainian foreign policy because it had obtained
greater international support for its sovereignty, independence and territorial
integrity. 'It is understood that unconditional and resolute endorsement of
Ukraine's political sovereignty, territorial integrity and the inviolability of
its borders will remain the focal point of our foreign policy', Kuchma
explained.23

Unlike Belarus and Kazakhstan, the other two non-Russian Soviet
successor states which inherited nuclear weapons, Ukraine utilised its
inherited nuclear weapons to obtain security assurances in the winter of
1994—95 from the world's five declared nuclear powers, once its parliament
had ratified the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Ukraine also signed a
charter with NATO in July 1997 which will build on these security
assurances.24 If Ukraine had 'positive sovereignty', no quasi state and a
modern nation it would have less - if any - need to search for security in
such an energetic manner.

This search for security in the early stages of Ukrainian state and nation-
building is therefore an attempt to compensate for its inherited domestic
weaknesses. By not treating Ukraine as a permanent and serious country,
while refusing to sign an inter-state treaty with it, Russia had forced the
Ukrainian leadership to seek the security it currently needs outside Eurasia.
It is within this context that Ukraine's desire to 'return to Europe' can be
understood.25 Ukraine's aim by integrating into Europe - and not Eurasia -
is to 'achieve military and political, economic, even cultural stability and
independence'.26 Ukraine cannot, at this juncture in Russia's and its own
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22 THE JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

state and nation-building projects, integrate within Eurasia, as this could
only be undertaken by maintaining itself as a quasi state, in the manner of
the subservience to Russia advocated by Belarusian President Lukashenka.

The transition from negative to positive sovereignty through state and
nation-building would be difficult to achieve in a tightly integrated CIS
which is perceived by Russian elites as a vehicle for the revival of their
great power status. Hence, Ukraine has always opposed any plans for deep
political or military integration in this CIS, perceiving any such proposals
as a threat to its independence and sovereignty. This fear is coupled with the
knowledge that the majority of Russian citizens and elites still do not regard
Ukrainians as a separate ethnic group with the right to be treated as a
foreign, independent state with whom one builds relations on an equal level
based in international law.27

Therefore, Ukrainian elites believe that only within Europe can a distinct
Ukrainian identity, separate to Russia's, be forged.28 This call for Ukraine's
'return to Europe' is similar to that heard in many other post-communist
countries. Russia as the successor state to the former USSR, is a negative
other against which a Ukrainian national identity is being created through a
return to pre-Soviet cultural and historical ties.29

In addition, nation and state-building will, of themselves, strengthen an
independent Ukraine domestically, thereby giving its ruling elites a greater
degree of self-confidence. After all, this entire process is a moving target
'since states are never at rest owing to cultural transformation, scientific and
technical innovation, and ultimately the passage of time, positive
sovereignty is a relative and changing rather than an absolute condition

' 30

Most, if not all, countries are interdependent, thereby falling between the
spectrums of absolute independence and absolute empire. Adam Watson
points out that 'the two marginal positions are theoretical absolutes that do
not occur in practice'.31 While the world is becoming more interdependent
and more strategically integrated, disintegrative tendencies within the CIS
are still in evidence. Until CIS states such as Ukraine evolve away from
quasi states with 'negative sovereignty' to something resembling developed
states, it is unlikely that any serious integration will occur within the
geopolitical space of the CIS. Integration or re-integration within the CIS
will be perceived therefore as a threat to their sovereignty as long as the
Soviet successor states possess only 'negative sovereignty' and lack
domestic and external self confidence.

Independence also has a price - it often leads to economic and military
insecurity. Independence is the relative freedom to take external and internal
decisions, but external decisions provide constraints which are imposed as
part of the international system. The greater the degree of integration, the less
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF UKRAINIAN SECURITY POLICY 23

able are its constituent parts to operate alone. While reducing its
interdependence with the Russian Federation, the interdependence of Ukraine
with the West has grown. Western financial institutions such as the
International Monetary Fund, the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the World Bank are the principle sources of assistance for
Ukraine's transition process.32 In return for this assistance, these institutions
demand influence over domestic budgets, economic, monetary and fiscal
policies, coupled with demands for action against corruption and organised
crime. Ukraine has begun a process of standardisation and certification
designed to prepare it for membership of General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)AVorld Trade Organization (WTO).33 Ukraine's search for
security from the world's declared nuclear powers, the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe and NATO, also imposes constraints on
Ukraine's domestic and international behaviour. Ukraine's membership of the
Council of Europe, for example, requires it to halt the use of the death penalty.

Ukraine inherited an interdependence from the former USSR in three
key areas - its economic and energy sectors, military-industrial complex
and personal, cultural-linguistic ties. Within these areas the Russian
Federation plays a central role. In a study of Ukraine's interdependence,
D'Anieri argued that 'the dilemmas of Ukraine's interdependence with
Russia affect not only Ukraine's relations with Russia but its entire foreign
policy and national security orientation'.34

For Ukraine to agree to unite with the Russian Federation, in the manner
of Belarusian President Lukashenka, is to remain a quasi-state and a
Russian dominion.35 To preserve Ukraine's sovereignty from the twin
threats of economic crisis and regionalism in 1993-94, President Kuchma
had only therefore one choice, to turn to the West. To move away from its
inherited quasi state status through state and nation-building, Ukraine could
not simultaneously agree to Russia's pursuit of hegemony over the CIS.
Kuchma's equation of a strong state with a strong economy therefore forced
him to look westwards in search of political and economic assistance.
Accepting the status of a Russian dominion would constrain Ukraine's
sovereignty. As Watson points out, the greatest test of any country's
sovereignty is its ability to conduct its own foreign policy.36 Belarus has
effectively transferred this element of its sovereignty to Russia.

Economic and Energy Interdependence

The most visible domestic restraint upon Ukraine's security policy is its
interdependence with Russia and the CIS in economic and energy policies.
As President Kuchma has stressed in a 1996 newspaper interview,
'economics should always dictate the political course of any country'.37
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24 THE JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

The link between Ukraine's domestic economy and its foreign policy is
twofold. First, foreign policy should facilitate Ukraine's entrance into the
world market through its membership of the GATT, the WTO, the Central
European Free Trade Area and the creation of a free trade regime with the
European Union (EU). Kuchma told an assembled group of foreign
diplomats:

We believe that the main task of our foreign policy in the immediate
future is to ensure the observance of Ukraine's economic interests and
to use all the available foreign factors to lift the economy from crisis
and gradually implement the programme of radical socio-economic
reform.38

Second, the economy has to be restructured during political and
economic reform, to comply with international assistance as well as the
strategic future goal of membership in such bodies as the EU and possibly
NATO. Former Ukrainian Foreign Minister Hennadily Udovenko defined
this relationship between domestic economic and foreign policy as follows:

... the process of integration into the economic organisations depends
not only on the political will of the country's leadership and the
activeness of the MFA (Ministry of Foreign Affairs), but also on the
domestic economic situation - that is, the pace of economic reform,
on an appropriate level of such objective indicators as inflation,
unemployment, and a state budget deficit - as well as to what degree
these indicators correspond to the common European standard.39

Ukraine's initial pessimism about the long-term viability of the CIS
abruptly changed in 1993, when its economic crisis began to qualitatively
worsen. The growing socio-economic crisis had direct security
implications, because of the weakness of the national idea in eastern and
southern Ukraine. As the crisis mounted, popular support grew in these
regions for the 're-establishment' of economic ties with Russia or even
among left-wing supporters, a new Union. Many of them linked their
declining standards of living to the collapse of the former USSR and looked
back with nostalgia at a mythically abundant Soviet past.

Thus the socio-economic crisis directly affected Ukraine's state and
nation-building project by harming the transition to a Ukrainian identity in
eastern Ukraine. The growth of a self-designated Soviet identity in these
regions is directly linked to that section of eastern Ukraine's population who
look back at the former USSR with nostalgia, favouring a Eurasian foreign
policy orientation for Ukraine.40

The link between Ukraine's economic crisis, domestic consolidation and
foreign policy is aptly demonstrated by the following two tables. What they
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF UKRAINIAN SECURITY POLICY 25

demonstrate is that Ukraine's pragmatism towards economic co-operation
within the CIS on a bilateral level is endorsed by the majority of the
population and its regions. Even in Ukraine's 'West', where public support
for economic co-operation with the CIS is the lowest of all of its regions, a
third of the respondents in this poll nevertheless still backed maintaining
economic ties with the CIS. With only 9 per cent of the public against
economic co-operation with the CIS, it would be indeed foolhardy for any
Ukrainian leader to oppose such foreign policies. At the same time, these
polls also show that this does not preclude Ukraine's economic integration
and co-operation with countries outside the CIS.

TABLE 1
WHAT ARE THE CAUSES OF UKRAINE'S ECONOMIC CRISIS?

Collapse of FSU

Independence

Russian rule

Russian destab.

Western destab.

Very Important
%

47

27

17

17

8

Significant
%

32

28

17

17

13

Slightly
%

7

17

15

15

19

Not Important
%

5

13

27

27

31

Don't know
%

9

15

24

24

29

Source: See note 41.

TABLE 2
HOW BEST TO RESOLVE THE ECONOMIC CRISIS?

Yes No Don't know

Economic Integration with CIS

Economic Integration with West

Economic Integration in EU

82

75

69

9

11

15

9

14

16

Source: See note 42.

Improving Ukraine's economic situation plays an important role in
securing domestic consolidation and the endorsement of a Ukrainian
identity. This is made more difficult by the perceived higher standard of
living in neighbouring Russia, where many eastern Ukrainians have
relatives and friends, or have gone to Russia in search of employment.
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26 THE JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

'Generally speaking, in order to resolve this issue, we must make people's
living conditions in Ukraine better than those in Russia. When this aim is
achieved, emotions will subside and priorities will be changed', Kuchma
believed.43 Under former President Kravchuk the gap between standards of
living in Russia and Ukraine widened, primarily due to Ukraine's timidity
in implementing reform and the explosion in imported energy prices. This
gap has lessened under Kuchma, thereby helping to both improve relations
between Russia-Ukraine and within Ukraine itself, between the centre and
the periphery. These two factors, in turn, have given the Ukrainian
authorities greater room for manoeuvre in foreign policy.

But economic relations between Ukraine-Russia are not problem free.
This growing economic pragmatism vis-a-vis the CIS was not conducted at
the expense of harming its national security interests. Economic ties with
Russia and the CIS have therefore been carefully considered over
membership of the CIS Customs and Payments Unions, which Ukraine has
not joined out of fear that to do so would harm its domestic producers.
Ukraine has also not upgraded its membership of the CIS Economic Union
from that of an Associate Member.

Russian protectionism has forced Ukraine to re-think its economic
pragmatism vis-a-vis the CIS and search for alternative markets, principally
in Latin America, the Middle East and south-east Asia. At the 5th Congress
of the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, President Kuchma
complained that whereas Ukraine has no quotas or licences, Russia has
introduced licensing on 186 types of products which is annually losing
Ukraine US$1.5 billion. Kuchma asked the assembled delegates 'why is
Ukraine treated this way? We talk about strategic partnership, friendship
and co-operation, common roots. But when it comes to actually doing
something, we forget all about our roots.'44

Relations between the military-industrial complexes of Ukraine-Russia
are both strained and co-operative. Where Ukraine sees its security interests
served by co-operation there has been a breakthrough. Ukraine joined the
CIS Joint Air Defence Agreement in February 1995, despite its non-bloc
status, because it could not service or provide spare parts for its air defence
system from domestic sources.45 One of the few successfully-established
financial-industrial groups where Ukraine and Russia are partners is Granit,
which covers the service, supply and manufacture of air defence
equipment.46 This financial-industrial group brings together five Ukrainian
companies, including the L'viv, state repair plant, with many other Russian,
Belarusan, Kyrgyz, Georgian and Kazakh firms.

By an agreement signed in February 1997, Russia will lease the two
early warning radar stations in Mukachevo and Seveastopol, no longer
needed by Ukraine as a non-nuclear power. This is another example of
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF UKRAINIAN SECURITY POLICY 27

economic pragmatism, allowing flexibility over the interpretation of
Ukraine's neutral status. In Latvia the authorities preferred not to rent their
inherited early-warning radar station to Russia and thereby have a Russian
military base on their territory. Instead, they simply demolished it. In
Ukraine's case, its economic weakness outweighed the fear of two Russian
bases threatening its sovereignty.

Ukraine and Russia have not established a co-operative relationship over
arms exports, where they regard each other as potential competitors in the
same markets.47 This has been dramatically brought home in the case of the
deal concluded in 1996 to export 520 tanks to Pakistan. Throughout the
negotiations leading up to this deal 'all possible dirty diplomatic and business
tricks were played' by the Russian side.48 Russian threats to not supply the
parts needed to produce these tanks have been met by counter-threats to not
supply Russia with parts for its space programme. Ukraine has also threatened
to cut co-operation on tank production, which would harm 80 Russian
companies, and then turn to Slovakia and Poland for alternative supplies.

Ukraine is also concerned at the leverage Russia possesses through its
economic energy dependency on that country. Russia's former Minister for
CIS Co-operation, Aman Tuleyev, did not hide his support for using this
interdependence to maintain Ukraine as a Russian dependency. ' . . . Ukraine
is in many respects economically dependent on Russia. And these levers
must be used in order to ensure that we stay together', Tuleyev advised.49

Economic dependency allows Russia to 'exert influence on the political
processes in the CIS countries as well', Pavel Teplukhin, former Russian
Finance Minister, said. 'Common sense says Ukraine doesn't have any
choice, basically. For the next several decades at least, it should stay close
to Russia in the economic sphere.'50 Russia is Ukraine's biggest creditor and
Kyiv's total debt to Russia stands at $4.3 billion (accounting for half of its
total foreign debt).51

This economic and energy dependency is not something that Ukraine is
likely to wish to maintain for decades. Any drive away from the status of a
quasi state requires Ukrainian foreign policy to lessen its economic-energy
dependency on Russia. Ukraine's Deputy Foreign Minister, Kostyantin
Kryshchenko, recalled how 'about two or three years ago, it took us a lot of
effort to challenge attempts to suppress us economically'.52 Ukrainian
foreign policy has therefore sought to open new markets in Western Europe,
North America, Latin America, Turkey, the Middle East and the Far East, to
re-orientate its foreign trade. As a proportion of total foreign trade with the
CIS, Ukraine's trade with Russia declined between 1990 and 1995 from 78
to 57 per cent.53 During 1993-95 Ukraine's exports to the former USSR as
a proportion of its total trade to the rest of the world declined from a 63:35
to a 50:50 ratio.
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Ukraine had little choice in re-thinking its initial opposition to the CIS,
due to its energy interdependence with Russia and the CIS. Ukraine is
attempting to lessen this dependence by building an oil terminal at Odessa
which will import Azeri oil through Georgia.54 Barter deals have also been
concluded with Iran and Turkmenistan to increase their proportion of
Ukrainian gas imports. The main manner in which Ukraine will lessen its
dependence on Russian energy supplies will be twofold. First, by improving
its domestic economy and being able to pay for energy imports. Second,
through energy conservation. Ukraine consumes the same volume of energy
as the United Kingdom, yet it possesses an economy 12 times smaller than
the UK's in terms of GDP.

In 1997, Ukrainian gas imports from Russia amounted to 62 per cent of
its consumption, with the remainder coming from domestic sources and
further imports from Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan.55 Although the trend is
moving slowly away from energy dependency upon Russia, this cannot be
undertaken either abruptly or over-night. Ukraine, because of this
dependency, is therefore again forced to play a balancing act in the
interregnum in its foreign policy. The National Institute for Strategic
Studies, a think-tank attached to the National Security and Defence Council,
therefore cautioned:

Practically speaking, Russia is the principal and most important
partner in Ukraine's external economic activity, and any breach of
these relations, or, worse still, their rupture [which could happen as a
result of the orientation of Ukraine's foreign policy vector towards
NATO] would prove catastrophic for Ukraine.56

The Russian Factor

Ukraine is an enigma. On the one hand, the majority of its elites see Russia
as its greatest security threat (see Table 3), while the majority of its
population do not perceive Russia in hostile terms. Anti-Russian sentiments
are confined to a minority of Ukraine's population.57 Ukraine will not accept
anything other than equality and acceptance of its independence as the basis
for its relations with Russia. Ukraine's leaders therefore find the actions of
Belarusian President Lukashenka incomprehensible. Former President
Kravchuk explained that 'I think that Ukraine must be together with Russia,
but not subordinate to Russia — that is all.'58 Kuchma holds similar views to
Kravchuk on this question.

This lack of overall public hostility to Russia is reflected in the weak
public support for those political parties which call for a total break from
Moscow as the solution to Ukraine's economic crisis.60 Russophone eastern
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TABLE 3
UKRAINIAN ELITE VIEW OF ITS MAIN ALLIES AND THE GREATEST THREATS

TOWARDS UKRAINE"

Russia
USA
Germany
Former Soviet Republics
Eastern Europe
Western Europe
Turkey
China
Others
Don't know?

Main Ally
%

27
13
12
3
8
5

-
-
6

26

Biggest Threat
%

48
11
0
1

-
-
3
1
5

31

Source: See note 59.

and southern Ukraine contains more than 50 per cent of the population, and
it is highly unlikely that in the foreseeable future any candidate could win
the Ukrainian presidency on an anti-Russian platform.

This enigma is compounded by two other factors. The threat to
Ukraine's independence perceived as originating from Russia is greater than
that which exists in reality. Russia's armed forces, after all, not only have no
bases close to Ukrainian territory but also their inability to defeat a much
smaller Chechen opponent suggests that a Russian military invasion or
conquest of Ukraine is unfeasible. On the other hand, because the bulk of
Ukraine's elites hold a consensus towards a Russian threat, the perception
within Russia is that anti-Russian sentiments are more widespread within
Ukraine than those which actually exist.61 To Russia, the very defence of
Ukraine's independence is an unfriendly act.

Ukraine cannot fully embrace Russia in a new union, in the manner of
Belarus, because this would lose its independence and harm its sovereignty.
Nor can it, at the same time, oppose Russia in the manner of Estonia
because of Ukraine's inherited economic, energy, cultural, linguistic and
political interdependency with the Russian Federation. Neither able to
withdraw from participation in the CIS nor completely integrate within it,
Ukraine has sought to balance its foreign policy by maintaining one foot in
Europe and another in Eurasia, elaborated by its Ministry of Foreign Affairs
as 'integration with Europe - co-operation with the CIS'. This strategic
foreign policy aims to promote Ukraine as lying within the central-eastern
region of Europe while fending off proposals and pressure from Russia to
maintain it as its western dominion of Eurasia. At Ukraine's current stage of
state and nation-building, Andriy Sobolyev, a military consultant at the
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National Institute of Strategic Studies, believes it has no choice but to
balance these foreign orientations. This was because:

... should Ukraine's political vector lean in either direction, this will
lead to a worsening of relations with the other side. In other words, it
is essential to find a compromise that will fully satisfy the national
interests of our state as well as those of the interested parties.62

Kuchma's former military adviser, Lt General Vadym Hrechaninov,
described this as the 'primary domestic factor' which makes it impossible
for Ukraine to abruptly shift either west or eastwards. If a Ukrainian
leadership did attempt to take the country abruptly either way 'this will
endanger our national security; the state might split'.63

This policy of balancing between Europe and Eurasia is also at the root
of Ukraine's declared neutrality and non-bloc status, originally incorporated
within the July 1990 Declaration of Sovereignty and later included within
the June 1996 Constitution. Ukraine's neutrality serves two mutually-
related domestic interests. First, it 'means distancing ourselves from the
attempts to revive the union centre, and drift in the direction of European
structures'.64 Calls by Kravchuk65 for Ukraine to seek United Nations
endorsement of a permanently neutral status, in a manner successfully
achieved by Turkmenistan in late 1995, though have been rejected. As the
then Communist head of the Parliamentary Committee on Foreign and CIS
Ties, Borys Oliynyk, explained '[P]ure neutrality of the "Austrian" pattern,
let alone the "Swiss" one, will not work in our country'.66

Instead of constraining the manoeuvrability of Ukrainian foreign policy
with a status of permanent neutrality, Kuchma has preferred to conduct a
policy of active neutrality.67 This leaves the possibility at an unspecified
later date of changing this foreign policy and openly seeking NATO
membership.68 This would particularly be the case in the event of the
coming to power of a Russian President, such as Moscow Mayor Yuriy
Luzhkov, with open territorial designs on Ukraine.69 Viktor Voronin, Deputy
Chief of the Presidential Administration, admitted that:

... I know for certain that the Ukrainian leadership does not rule out
the possibility that a change in the geopolitical situation in the
hypothetical future could lead to a change in our position on the
question of our relations to NATO.70

Ukraine's Charter with NATO, as outlined by Ihor Kharchenko, former
Director of Policy Planning at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will 'create
a political visibility of Ukraine's linkage to the European security system,
leaving the future open'.71 In other words, the NATO door should be left
open for possible future Ukrainian membership when the current domestic
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constraints preventing membership no longer exist and/or the geopolitical
situation has altered.72 Ukraine is already the most active CIS participant in
NATO's Partnership for Peace Programme. In other words, neutrality and
non-bloc status represent a holding dock until Ukraine's domestic
constraints are no longer of sufficient magnitude to prevent its application
for NATO membership. Currently, Ukraine's pragmatic leadership
understands full well that the country is not ready for NATO membership
and it has therefore desisted from applying to join. Nevertheless, this has
been proclaimed as Ukraine's strategic goal.73 If the Ukrainian leadership
are serious in their stated intentions a variety of domestic reforms will have
to be undertaken within the next 10-15 years to make the country
acceptable for future NATO and EU membership.

Neutrality and a non-bloc status provide a breathing space and a window
of opportunity during which political-military integration within the CIS,
which would end its independence, can be legally denied. Meanwhile, this
policy also maintains the door ajar for the possibility of Ukraine's future
integration into European structures such as the EU, the West European
Union (WEU) and NATO. For Ukraine, neutrality and a non-bloc status
therefore plays the role of a nursery:

Our state requires it [neutrality] not just for the sake of it, but as a
vehicle to achieve our main national interests: full real sovereignty
and independence, the strengthening of statehood, the ensuring of our
territorial integrity and the non-infringement of our borders, political
stability and economic revival.74

When Ukraine's state and nation-building have successfully evolved it
into a 'normal' state with a greater degree of self-confidence and
independence then Kyiv will no longer probably require any use for its
neutral and non-bloc status. By that stage Ukraine will be in a better
position domestically to seek its full re-integration into Europe - something
its domestic inheritance from the former USSR is preventing it from
undertaking at the moment and thereby forcing it to balance 'integration
with Europe - co-operation with the CIS'.75

Foreign Policy and Nation Building

Borders are an essential element of any state and nation-building project,
allowing both domestic homogenisation and external differentiation. In
other words, borders enable countries such as Ukraine to undertake state
and nation-building policies which aim to rid it of its inherited quasi state
and quasi nation. These policies therefore conflict with Russia's goals of
establishing for itself a hegemonic position in the CIS through its control of
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the non-Russian states as its dominions. Former President Kravchuk told his
parliament that he believed that 'everything is consequently being done to
harm the building of an independent, democratic Ukrainian state'.76 Kuchma
has also faced attempts at destabilising his regime by the Russian
authorities.77

In addition, another factor which mitigated against Russia's legal
recognition of Ukraine's borders was the fact that the majority of its elites
and public do not regard Ukrainians as a separate ethnic group. Therefore,
no border is permissible between two culturally close or similar peoples
with an 'age-old common history', especially as Ukrainian independence is
both 'artificial' and 'temporary'.78 Ironically, Russia's refusal until May
1997 to recognise Ukraine's border in an inter-state treaty legally was
probably the main obstacle preventing any strategic partnership developing
between both countries. The lack of such a Ukrainian strategic partnership
also forced Ukraine to seek its security outside Eurasia.

On the Ukrainian side, a different view has cross-party and elite
consensus. Seven decades of the Ukrainian SSR resulted in a strong
territorial identification with the borders which independent Ukraine
inherited from the USSR. Public opinion polls therefore show that residents
of the eastern Ukrainian city of Donets'k, for example, are as supportive as
residents of the west Ukrainian city of L'viv, of Ukraine's territorial
integrity. Territorial demands by the Russian State Duma or Crimean
separatism are routinely condemned by a constitutional two-thirds majority
in the Ukrainian Parliament. President Kuchma knew that if he had turned
over the city of Sevastopol to Russia as its exclusive naval base that he
would have been impeached by a constitutional majority ranging from the
left to the right in parliament.79 There is therefore little public support in
Ukraine for exclusively granting Sevastopol to Russia.

At the same time, because of the absence of widespread anti-Russian
public feeling, there is little public support for the expulsion of Russian
military forces from Ukraine. This demand is confined to the National
Democrats. As Kuchma put it, Ukraine will provide Russia with naval
facilities 'even to the detriment of Ukraine, because the economic and
political situation requires this'.80 Although Ukraine's constitution forbids
the basing of foreign armed forces on its territory as a neutral and non-bloc
state, it also includes transitional clauses which allows this to take place for
a limited period of time. This pragmatic, middle course would satisfy two
domestic criteria. First, it would grant Russia joint naval facilities together
with Ukraine in Sevastopol for a short-term 20-year lease, based on the
premise that Russia would withdraw its forces to Novorossisk when the
lease expired in 2017. This would remove any threat to Ukrainian
sovereignty over Sevastopol and the Crimea.
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Second, this proposal would allow a gradual winding-down and transfer
to civilian employment of the huge military-industrial complex facilities in
Sevastopol and the Crimea which previously were geared towards serving
the Soviet military machine. Consequently, an immediate expulsion of
Russian naval forces, assuming that this were technically and militarily
feasible, would harm Ukraine's economic interests in the Crimea. This in
turn, would probably worsen an already precarious economic situation on
the Crimean peninsula. If Ukraine demanded the immediate expulsion of
Russian naval forces this would also harm Ukraine's economic situation as
a whole:

This, of course, is very evocative, but one should not forget about the
gas taps, or as diplomats say 'about the entire complex of problems
with Russia'. To show the door to those who are no longer welcome,
but still very influential guests today, is something Ukraine cannot
allow itself to do.81

Between 1 January 1996 and 30 May 1997 Russian naval forces were
stationed on Ukrainian territory illegally, after the expiration of the Yalta
and Dagomys Agreements of Summer 1992 and in the absence of any law
on the basing of foreign troops on Ukrainian soil.82 During this period the
Russian Federation insisted that it would only sign an inter-state treaty with
Ukraine if it was granted Sevastopol as an exclusive, long-term base - a
proposal nearly all political parties in Ukraine refused to accept. Russia only
dropped this demand in May 1997 when the future of the Black Sea Fleet
was resolved, at the same time as an inter-state treaty was signed. If the
President who replaces Boris Yeltsin backs the territorial demands advanced
by the Russian legislature against the Crimela, this would trigger a domestic
crisis in Ukraine. The Ukrainian Parliament has threatened to demand the
expulsion of Russian naval forces if the Russian executive backed such
claims. In this eventuality, Ukraine's leaders would have to balance exerting
their sovereignty over the Crimea against the inevitable economic harm
arising from this move. They would also have to take into account the likely
unpopularity among some eastern and southern Ukrainians of such a move.

Where the residents of western and eastern Ukraine do differ is in how
this border between Ukraine and Russia should be defined and enforced.
The Ukrainian authorities have only talked of delimiting the border - not
demarcating it with new watch towers and barbed wire. Demarcation,
anyhow, would be very expensive and unpopular in eastern Ukraine.
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National Identity and Regionalism

In their study of national identity and foreign policy, D'Anieri and
Malanchuk concluded that 'regional differences are not driving debates on
foreign policy priorities in Ukraine'.83 Any successful outcome to Ukraine's
state and nation-building project in eastern and southern Ukraine is
premised on maintaining good relations with Russia.

Ukraine's regions play little role in shaping its foreign policy, which is
determined largely by the country's central ruling elites. Nevertheless, the
size and mere existence of national minorities, such as Russians who
account for 22 per cent of the population, does affect Ukraine's security
policy. In a comparison of Estonia and Uzbekistan, Ted Hopf found that
where nationality policies were inclusive (for example in his case
Uzbekistan - or in this case Ukraine) Russian security policy is likely to be
less aggressive.84 Inclusive nationality policies which granted citizenship to
all those Soviet citizens resident within Ukraine on 1 January 1992 has
helped to maintain good relations with Russia.

The large Russian minority of 12 million and the many Russophone
Ukrainians also constrains Ukraine in a further three respects. First, the
degree to which it can undertake radical nationalising projects. Second, the
close personal ties which exist between eastern Ukrainians and Russians,
both within Ukraine and vis-a-vis Russia, preclude a radical break in
Russian-Ukrainian relations. In eastern and southern Ukraine, 70 per cent of
the population have family and close friends in Russia (among Russian
citizens of Ukraine this is as high as 81 per cent).85 The Luhans'k
Independent Humanities Centre found that 80 per cent of the inhabitants of
that oblast had relatives in Russia. On the basis of these findings, they
concluded that 'from this fact stems their sharply negative reaction to a
possible break in ties with the Russian Federation'.86

Finally, Ukraine cannot allow relations with Russia to evolve into
serious conflict because this could seriously damage its internal cohesion.
Ukrainian leaders can only use the existence of a perceived external Russian
threat at their peril. The use of external threats, Arthur Stein persuasively
argues in a review of the literature, would only help to cement national unity
if the people are united in their attitude towards the threat, some pre-existing
cohesion existed and a leadership was in place which was capable of
enforcing such cohesion if it was lacking. All three of these pre-conditions
are lacking in Ukraine.87

The Ukrainian leadership is therefore forced, as in so many other areas,
into seeking to balance the interests of its different regions while
maintaining good relations with Russia.88 If this is not all together possible,
the second best alternative is to demonstrate to its population that Ukrainian
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leaders are devoting all their energy to resolving the question of improving
relations with Russia (in other words, President Kuchma's policies between
1994 and 1998).

The adoption of a civic-inclusive nationality policy has also allowed
Ukraine to improve relations with Poland, Hungary and Turkey - all of
whom have minorities or ethnic groups with close cultural links to them
within Ukraine. Poland and Hungary are important gateways for Ukraine to
're-join Europe'. Poland, as a key strategic partner, is an important ally and
lobby within Central and Western European structures on Ukraine's behalf.
Hungary was a useful counter-balance to Romania, a country which
between 1991 and 1996 refused to recognise its border with Ukraine.
Turkey is a strategic ally of Ukraine within the Black Sea Economic Co-
operation Agreement as well as, together with its Caucasian ally,
Azerbaijan, an alternative energy supplier. Turkey also supports Ukraine's
territorial integrity and has played a calming role in the Crimea through its
influence over the Tatars. Good relations with Israel depend upon the
national rights of Ukraine's Jews being respected.

Civic Groups and Political Parties

President Kuchma, in the manner of all presidents of Ukraine, has to be all
things to all men (and women) during Ukraine's transitional period. It
would be impossible to be an all-Ukrainian leader by doing otherwise. Due
to the lack of powerful political parties or a structured society 'he must
remain outside any party and be a symbol of national unity', Yevgennii
Kushnariov, the former head of the presidential administration, said.89

Kuchma's policies combine support for liberal economic reforms, social
democratic welfare and the national democratic consolidation of
statehood.90 Kuchma's foreign policy has therefore to remain open to all of
these domestic influences. At Ukraine's current level of identity transition,
state and nation-building, this requires Kuchma (and any new Ukrainian
president elected in October 1999) to be mainly attentive to constituencies
who seek to promote Ukraine's return to Europe - while not ignoring those
who call for economic co-operation with Eurasia and oppose a total rupture
with, or deterioration in, Russian-Ukrainian relations.

Political parties and civic groups remain small both in their total
membership and size. All opinion polls conducted since the early 1990s
show that only a minority of Ukrainians belong to political parties or even
know of their programmes. In one opinion poll only 10 per cent of
Ukrainians expressed an interest in politics whatsoever.91

This low political activity is deceptive. Civic society is largely found in
Ukraine within areas of high national consciousness, such as western
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Ukraine. These are usually also areas where national democrats are also
very influential.92 During state and nation-building, former Prime Minister
Yevhen Marchuk pointed out that 'national democratic forces are always
stronger'.93 This is also the case in Russia to an even greater extent where
'pragmatic nationalists' have dominated foreign policy since 1993.

The influence of national democratic opinion upon Ukraine's foreign
policy is also reflected in the structure of the policy-making community
within Ukraine's capital city, Kyiv. The city hosts no official or independent
think-tanks, newspapers and journals (apart from Komunist and Tovarysh,
organs of the Communist Party of Ukraine and the Socialist Party
respectively) which promote Eurasian integration. Newly-established
independent newspapers (Den', Vseukrainskiye vedomosti, Kievski
vedomosti, Zerkalo Nedeli and others) also do not promote a Eurasian
orientation. Neither do newly-launched independent journals such as
Politychna Dumka and Politolohichna Chyttania. These pro-Western
influences within Kyiv upon the formation of Ukraine's foreign policy
provide the public opinion framework within which state officials and elites
have to operate.94

Outside Kyiv there are regional lobbies in favour of economic co-
operation with Russia and the CIS (political-military integration remains the
preserve of only the Communists and Civic Congress). In eastern and
southern Ukraine the Inter-Regional Association of Industrialists and the
Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs do act as a lobby for keeping
economic ties to the CIS. They were an important base of support for
Kuchma's successful election bid to become president in 1994.95

These economic lobbies are no longer united, either within industry or
agriculture. Many industrial directors have found alternative - and more
financially lucrative - markets outside the CIS while others now compete
with Russian industrial plants on the world market. In addition, new civic
groups uniting private entrepreneurs now compete for membership with
these two more traditional bodies. Many private entrepreneurs have links to
political parties which represent 'New Ukrainian' interests, such as the
Liberal and People's Democratic Parties. They maintain a pragmatic
approach to economic co-operation (but not re-integration) with the CIS,
while increasingly looking to the outside world for business links. The
Liberal Party, based in Donets'k, backed Kravchuk - not Kuchma - in the
1994 presidential elections.

Some 70 per cent of private capital and state industry is located in the
Donbas, Odessa, Zaporizhzhia, Dnipropetrovs'k oblasts, the city of Kyiv
and the Crimean autonomous republic of Ukraine. This private capital will
play a significant role in the formation of a new Ukrainian middle class and
civil society. With this will come a re-distribution of power in the direction
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of south-east Ukraine 'and representatives of its political and business
elites'.96 These 'New Ukrainian' business interests are likely to be less
nostalgic about Russia and the CIS and more orientated to associating their
personal interests with that of a Ukraine grounded on a civic citizenship. It
is therefore no coincidence that Kuchma, whose nostalgia for Russia and the
CIS has distinctly waned in recent years, is relying on these 'New
Ukrainian' business interests in the New Ukraine bloc to help him in the
1998 and 1999 parliamentary and presidential elections.97 The main political
party within the New Ukraine bloc - the People's Democratic Party - has
been dubbed the 'Party of Power' and has a decidedly pro-European
orientation.

Democratic-orientated civic groups and political parties that advocate
Ukraine's full integration within Eurasia are faced with an additional
difficult hurdle. Eurasian or CIS integration is associated in the public eye
with the revival of a new Union, or even the return of the former USSR.
Support for such policies are therefore easily condemned as 'unpatriotic'
and 'treacherous', the epitaphs usually reserved for the Communist Party of
Ukraine, the Civic Congress and the Inter-Regional Bloc of Reforms.

The Secretary of the National Security and Defence Council, Horbulin,
has taken this one step further by alleging, presumably with some inside
knowledge, that pro-Russian political parties in Ukraine (here he included
the KPU) are financed by Russian sources.98 Brought up on a diet of respect
for state patriotism, some Ukrainian citizens might therefore still vote for
pro-Eurasian political parties like the KPU. But this has probably more to
do with the socio-economic crisis and the failure of independent statehood
to bring them their expected higher standard of living - rather than any
unpatriotic motives.

Despite the strong influence of liberal and national democratic opinion
upon Ukraine's foreign policy at the level of the country's central elites, this
should not be taken to be an absolute. National Democrats are in no position
to take power in Ukraine (let alone the radical right). Nevertheless, they are
sufficiently strong, as one Ukrainian author put it, to 'outline the essence,
the main direction of the political process and to hold back cosmopolitan
and conservative forces in their attempt to openly struggle for their
programmatic aims'.99 This, the author believes, will work over time to raise
national consciousness and consolidate Ukrainian citizens into a political
nation. Both the centrist pragmatists, Liberal and National Democrats have
to seek the support of each other to promote their domestic and foreign
agendas and, in so doing, understand that this is impossible without a
measure of compromise.

This is clearly seen in the breakdown of political forces in the Ukrainian
Parliament. No political force could muster the two-thirds support to change
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Ukraine's current foreign policy agenda, that is alter the constitution to drop
its adherence to neutrality and a non-bloc status. The left, which commands
one-third of parliamentary seats, cannot succeed in pushing its agenda of
promoting Ukraine's membership in the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly.
The left itself is divided over its foreign policy orientation. Only two-thirds
of the Communist faction maintain a hardline stance of which about half
back Ukraine's membership in a full, revived Union. The remainder of the
Communist Party of Ukraine, the Socialists and the Peasant Party may ally
themselves with the Communists to block reform - but they remain state-
builders (derzhavnyki).'00

Among the centrists, who combined hold 41 per cent of parliamentary
seats, the situation is more confusing. The weakness of civic society in
central, eastern and southern Ukraine has prevented the creation of
structured factions based along ideological lines. Instead, there are many
competing, amorphous and apolitical interest groups, some of them
regionally based. The majority of these centrists also hold derzhavnyki
positions and have increasingly allied themselves with National Democrats
in recent years. Together the centrist and National Democratic factions, who
command nearly 60 per cent of parliamentary seats, can usually push
through legislation on reform. The best example of this growing
rapprochement was the creation of the Constitutional Centre faction in
Autumn 1996 by uniting the Centre and Statehood factions. Of the five
centrist factions only one - the Inter-Regional Deputies Bloc of Reforms -
was close to the Communists on questions of Ukraine's foreign policy
orientation. This is probably a major reason why it has been side-lined since
1994 by Kuchma.

The influence of Liberal and National Democrats is also seen within the
range of civic groups active in Ukraine and its capital city, Kyiv. Student,
religious, environmental, women's and military/paramilitary civic groups
usually align themselves with National and, in some cases, with Liberal
Democratic parties. The Union of Ukrainian Officers and the Committee of
Soldier's Mothers have long been active civic groups propagating hostility
towards Ukraine's political and military participation within the CIS.101 This
hostility increased after Russia's intervention into Chechnya which aroused
concern even in Russian-speaking regions of Ukraine.102 This is not
surprising: 'the fact that young men from Ukraine could end up among the
soldiers of the federal troops in Chechnya in the event of military
integration with Russia is particularly significant in the eyes of public
opinion'.103 The Kharkiv (Kharkov) branch of the Committee on Soldier's
Mothers appealed to President Kuchma not to send Ukrainian soldiers to
fight in CIS conflicts:
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The people of Ukraine are building an independent state. Our children
serve in the Ukrainian army and if need be will defend its borders, but
we will never allow our sons to be sent to die for the illusory ideas of
some 'Union'.104

Public Opinion and Foreign Policy

Even in the developed democracies of the West foreign policy is something
which the majority of citizens possess ill-defined views about. Their role in
the shaping of foreign policy is therefore small. Most citizens in democratic
societies link their voting behaviour to self-interest and there is little
perceived relationship between self-interest and foreign policy. Jon Hurwitz
and Mark Peffley argue that 'in short, the complexity of international affairs
makes the [foreign] policy domain a very ambiguous and difficult one for
the public to follow, at least without having to pay substantial costs'.105

In Ukraine this is even more the case than in Russia. The Russian
Federation inherited the foreign policy apparatus of the former USSR. This
included foreign correspondents for established information services
(ITAR-TASS and Novosti) and publications with foreign correspondents
(Novoye Vremya, Pravda, hvestiya, etc.). The Soviet Union's foreign policy
think-tanks were located in Moscow, as was the International Department of
the Communist Party.

Ukraine inherited none of these traditions, publications and institutions.
It had not been used to undertake an independent foreign policy and its
media had not traditionally covered foreign affairs. Ukrainians, living in a
province of the former USSR, were consequently less exposed to the
outside world and had less knowledge of foreign affairs. Consequently,
foreign policy is a peripheral area of public awareness in Ukraine.106

Ukraine inherited a population which are, by and large 'cognitive
misers, using old, generic knowledge to interpret new, specific
information'.107 The Ukrainian population in a period of political, economic
and identity transition will find the outside world a confusing and cold
place. Many sections of the Ukrainian population, particularly those who
are most suffering from this triple transition, will rely 'on their store of
general knowledge to guide the process of more specific information'.108 In
other words, those sections of Ukrainian society, such as the elderly and
denationalised eastern Ukrainians, will fall back on their past memories and
exhibit a nostalgia for the former USSR. In some areas of Ukraine,
particularly the Donbas, this is quaintly seen by the Soviet (not ethnic)
identity that some citizens have given themselves since the disintegration of
the former USSR.109

According to one authoritative opinion poll conducted by the Ukrainian
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Centre for Peace, Conversion and Conflict Studies, three types of foreign
policy orientations were identified among the Ukrainian population.110 These
were post-Soviet, Western and in favour of a course which would rely on
one's own resources. In 1996, 20 per cent of the population supported a pro-
Western course while another 20 per cent supported a reliance on one's own
forces. The remainder did not hold any clear standpoint. Co-operation with
the CIS is more strongly backed within eastern and southern Ukraine than in
the remainder of the country. Attitudes towards the CIS mainly look upon it
as a vehicle to help Ukraine to escape from its economic crisis. Despite the
acute domestic crisis, only one-third of the respondents in this poll supported
Ukraine's full membership in the CIS Economic Union. Clearly, Kuchma
does not have to be concerned that public pressure will grow for him to
upgrade Ukraine's Associate Membership of the CIS Economic Union.

The majority of respondents in this same poll had a positive view about
Western assistance to Ukraine and there is a lack of the conspiracy theories
found in Russia about the West 'buying up' the country. Attitudes towards
the EU remains positive — although over half of the population know little
about it. As in other opinion polls, there remains a hard core of
approximately 20 per cent who dislike NATO, oppose its enlargement or
Ukraine's membership in it. About one-third of the population (in Kyiv up
to half) back Ukraine's membership now or in the near future of NATO.1"
The remaining 45 per cent have no opinion, primarily due to a lack of
information. Approval of Ukraine's membership of NATO now or in the
near future was as high as 89 per cent in a different poll conducted among
Ukraine's elites by the same Kyiv-based think-tank."2

National Democratic groups which oppose Ukraine's involvement in the
CIS per se created their own geopolitical alternative, the Baltic-Black Sea
Union. This has a long history and plans for it were originally drawn up in
1919 as an alliance of those countries lying between Germany and Soviet
Russia."3 It-was also defined after 1992 as a 'NATO-B' which, at first, had
the support of then Polish President Lech Walesa."4

Ultimately, the proposal for a Baltic-Black Sea axis at a time of the
enlargement of NATO, the rush to return to Europe among all central and
eastern European states and its blatantly anti-Russian strategic purpose all
make it highly unlikely that it will ever be implemented."5 Although the
1993 proposal to create a Central European Zone of Security and Co-
operation was drawn up under the influence of this idea, it was not backed
by other countries in Central and Eastern Europe. The majority of the
supporters of the Baltic-Black Sea Union are openly hostile to the CIS and
Russia, even on economic grounds - a view which has only limited appeal
in Ukraine. 'Probably this idea is therefore likely to remain only an idea',
one commentator wrote."6
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Some outside commentators of Ukrainian affairs have sometimes
concluded that the Ukrainian state is fragile, basing their conclusions on
various opinion polls conducted in eastern and southern Ukraine about local
attitudes to independence and Ukraine's foreign policy.

What they neglect to investigate is how it is unlikely that these negative
feelings can be translated into action. Two factors mitigate against these
views being translated into concrete programmes. First, the absence of a
developed civic society. All public opinion polls held since the foundation
of the Ukrainian state in 1992 reflect a low level of political activism,
membership of political parties and civic groups or willingness to take part
in protest action (strikes, pickets, demonstrations, etc.). In addition, the
socio-economic crisis means that the population is preoccupied with daily
survival and therefore has little time to devote to protest action or political
activism. Second, local non-communist elites back the status quo and are
not interested in organising a campaign to re-integrate Ukraine with Russia
or the CIS. Reformist local elites, both political and economic, feel
threatened by Russian capital which has not disguised its objective of re-
integrating the former USSR through financial and economic levers.117

Greater support for ties to the CIS and Russia do exist within areas of
Ukraine where a Ukrainian national identity was never allowed to
historically develop. It is within these regions of eastern and southern
Ukraine that identity is most under transition and in flux:

CIS
Russia
Baltic-Black Sea
West
Self-reliance
Region
Other
Don't know

Source: See note

UKRAINE'

Kyiv
%

35.6
8.9
1.1

16.7
17.8
5.6
6.7
7.8

118.

S FOREIGN

West
%

17.1
11.5

1.6
29.0
24.3

5.6
1.9

11.5

TABLE
POLICY (

Centre
%

44.4
19.6

1.1
11.8
12.2

1.8
1.9

11.5

4
ORIENTATION"8

East
%

48.4
19.0

1.9
8.8
9.2
4.9
2.5
8.0

South
%

50.3
11.9
3.1

10.1
11.9
3.8
0.6

12.6

Crimea
%

36.7
35.6

1.1
2.2
6.7
4.4
1.1

12.23

Total
%

40.7
17.5

1.7
13.4
13.2
4.2
2.4
9.5

Although these regions of eastern and southern Ukraine desire to
maintain ties to Russia and the CIS, this public support rarely goes beyond
that of economic issues and maintaining personal relations (e.g., visa-free
inter-CIS travel). In another poll where Ukrainians were asked who
Ukraine's most likely potential partners should be, 50 per cent gave Russia
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and 48 per cent the CIS. Western Europe, the USA and Central Europe
received 35, 21 and 17 per cent respectively (respondents could give more
than one answer)."9

Low public support for political-military union within the CIS can be
gauged from the following table:

TABLE 5
REGIONAL ATTITUDES TO POLITICAL-MILITARY INTEGRATION IN THE CIS120

Kyiv
North
Central
North East
North West
Dnipro
West
South West
South
Crimea
Donbas
Total

Neutrality

42
44
45
61
44
35
47
49
40
24
24
41

NATO Member

33
15
21

8
23
20
45
14
20
13
14
20

CIS Union

9
9

12
14
10
15

1
14
18
20
14
13

Source: See note 120.

Conclusions

Domestic influences on Ukrainian security policy are varied and multi-
faceted. These various influences prevent any early abrupt and radical
changes in Ukraine's geopolitical position and security policy.

When Ukraine became an independent state it had to either accept the
consequences of inheriting a quasi-state and quasi-nation or undertake state
and nation-building to transform it into a developed state possessing
'positive sovereignty' and empirical statehood. This state and nation-
building project is being undertaken at the same time as political and
economic reform.

During this transition from a quasi-state, Ukraine, just as any weak state,
will seek security where best it can be found from international institutions
and friendly powers. This security cannot be found within Eurasia where
Russia's, 'operational goal is not to re-establish the Soviet union, but rather to
turn the previous internal empire into something resembling the old external
empire'.121 To evolve into a fully developed state can only be undertaken by
Ukraine outside the confines of this new 'internal empire' using neutrality and
its non-bloc status as holding pens until Ukraine can openly declare its desired
goals, such as potentially seeking NATO membership.
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Ironically, Ukraine's stated strategic goals of 'returning to Europe' will
exchange its interdependence with Russia and the CIS to that of an
interdependence with the West, the outside world and upon international
financial institutions. To qualify for membership of the EU, the WEU and
NATO, Ukraine will be required to undertake domestic reforms, as well as
to undertake nation-building in areas of the country it inherited where the
national idea is weak. All of these policies are inter-related. To be a
reformer, Kuchma has to be also a nation-state builder.

Ukraine's greatest interdependence with Russia and the former USSR
rested upon its economic ties and energy supplies which play vital roles in
Ukrainian security policy. Without improving the domestic economic
situation, the national idea will not spread among eastern and southern
Ukrainians. If the national idea does not spread to these regions Ukraine
will not be able to fulfil its stated goal of 'returning to Europe'. Ukraine's
foreign trade and energy imports are changing away from Russia and the
CIS, but this is only a medium-long term process; a process which is
required for national security reasons, among others.

Relations with Russia play an important role in Ukrainian security
policy. Whereas the majority of Ukrainian elites see Russia as a potential
threat to their country, the majority of the Ukrainian public do not see
Russia in hostile terms. Ukrainian elites seek equal treatment and legal
recognition of their borders from Russia; because they did not obtained this,
they felt the need to seek security elsewhere. Ukraine can therefore neither
embrace nor oppose Russia because neither pro- nor anti-Russian forces are
sufficiently strong domestically to change its foreign policy course.

Ukrainian foreign policy has to balance between various domestic
constituencies while maintaining good relations with Russia. During this
difficult transitional phase, any Ukrainian president has to be a Social,
Liberal and National Democrat to achieve internal cohesion and become an
all-national leader. Without the means to win power, National Democrats
nevertheless remain highly influential upon Ukraine's foreign policy.
Economic lobbies, concentrated primarily outside Kyiv in eastern and
southern Ukraine, are no longer united. New business groups and political
parties with links to 'New Ukrainians' do not necessarily seek to maintain
economic links to Russia or the CIS, but are seeking new markets in the
wider world. Ultimately, the national democrats have a foreign policy
agenda, whereas centrist political parties remain divided, amorphous and
preoccupied over asserting their clannish control over the growing private
sector.

Opinion polls back Kuchma's preference for only economic co-
operation (note integration) with CIS member-states on a bilateral level.
Ukraine's political-military integration within the CIS commands little
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public support and is tainted by its public association with the Communist
Party of Ukraine and calls for a revived (Soviet) Union. The economic crisis
is the main factor which leads to nostalgia for the 'good old days' and
pressure to maintain some minimal ties to Russia and the CIS. In addition,
eastern Ukrainians also have many personal ties to Russia (cultural,
linguistic, business and family).

There are, therefore, few influential domestic constraints which do not
allow Ukraine to pursue its twofold security policy of 'integration with
Europe - co-operation with the CIS' and its strategic goal of 'returning to
Europe'. But this can only be undertaken by maintaining good relations
with Russia, through not denying that it should also be allowed - if it so
wishes - to re-join Europe. A policy of declaring that Ukraine is the last
eastern outpost of Europe, with Russia playing the role of a non-European
Asia 'Other' would be detrimental to Ukraine's nation and state-building
agenda and harm its internal cohesion. This would, in turn, harm Ukraine's
prospects of itself returning to Europe. Although by not adopting domestic
reform and nation-state building, Ukraine would have reconciled itself to
remaining a quasi-state in western Eurasia, like Belarus it has chosen
instead to undertake domestic policies that will allow it to become a future
modern, nation-state in Central-Eastern Europe.
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